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Abstract

The global pandemic outbreak, SARS-COV-2, which causes COVID-19, has coerced numerous pharmaceutical companies to sprint for the vaccine and therapeutic biologics development. Most of the therapeutic biologics are common human IgG antibodies, which were identified by next-generation sequencing with the B cells from the convalescent patients in less than one-month post-infection. While the global public health emergency calls for medications urgently, it saves lives to expedite the clinical trials of biologics as much as possible, hence the biologics development strategies are unprecedentedly challenged. Since the advent of therapeutic biologics, transfection, and selection strategy has been continuously improving for developing more robust cell lines with greater productivity and efficiency. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has also been implemented into cell bank testing for acceleration. These recent advances enable us to rethink and reshape the chemistry, manufacturing and controls (CMC) strategy against the pandemic outbreaks, to start supplying cGMP materials for the life-saving clinical trials as soon as possible. We elucidated an accelerated CMC workflow for biologics against pandemics, including using cGMP-compliant pool materials for Phase I clinical trials, selecting the final clone with similar product quality as Phase I materials for late-stage development and commercial production and matching product quality among different manufacturing stages.
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Abstract
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and reshape the chemistry, manufacturing and controls (CMC) strategy against the pandemic outbreaks, to start supplying cGMP materials for the life-saving clinical trials as soon as possible. We elucidated an accelerated CMC workflow for biologics against pandemics, including using cGMP-compliant pool materials for Phase I clinical trials, selecting the final clone with similar product quality as Phase I materials for late-stage development and commercial production and matching product quality among different manufacturing stages.
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**Introduction**

In the past several decades, outbreaks of epidemics, such as SARS, Ebola, MERS, Zika virus, and the still rampant COVID-19, have become surprisingly more frequent, posing an egregious threat to public health and safety. Despite the challenges in developing biologics in a shorter time than usual, the high efficacy and accuracy in neutralizing and containing pathogens have made these biologics more and more favored by both academic research and the pharmaceutical industry (Baum et al., 2020; Brouwer et al., 2020; Cao et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2020; Hansen et al., 2020; Ju et al., 2020; Lan et al., 2020; Nyon et al., 2018; Pinto et al. 2020; Rogers et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). This change of preference would be quite unrealistic without vast experiences of developing countless biologics, as witnessed by the global pharmaceutical industry (Li et al., 2010; Kunert et al., 2016). However, even though there have been many different types of CMC strategies in accommodating all kinds of biologics development scenarios, the currently fastest CMC timeline from DNA to IND of 10- or 12-months are yet insufficient against the challenge of a global public health emergency. How to conduct the CMC activities with greater time-efficiency without compromising product quality while meeting regulatory requirements has put both the biologics development projects and the business interests under test (Sempowski et al., 2020).

Traditional CMC activities contain cell line development (CLD) and process development, including upstream, downstream, formulation, and analytical method development before toxicology and GMP production. To find the most appropriate clone from hundreds or thousands of clone candidates, usually, at least 4 months are required for exhaustive screening efforts during cell line development. Meanwhile, process development dedicated to the specific molecules, including cell culture process, purification process, formulation, and assay development, requires approximately 3 months before at least one round of process qualification with the final clone. To save these 3 months from painstaking developments and qualifications of process and assay, pandemic neutralizing antibody projects usually favor the molecules with less complexity, or the molecules with established platform architecture, since it is beneficial to take advantage of the platform process, which helps to avoid the complications of process or assay incompatibility and the uncertain time cost for the traditional tedious but indispensable developments and qualifications (Kelley, 2020; Bolisetty et al., 2020). Another recent advance in time-efficient strategy is by shifting the materials produced for pre-clinical toxicological study from by the selected top clone to an appropriate stable cell pool, which has been elaborated and exercised by several leading pharmaceutical companies (Bolisetty et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017; Munro et al., 2017; Rajendra et al., 2017; Scarcelli et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2017). Typically, performing one round of limited-dilution cloning or FACS cloning with the subsequent clone selection requires at least 7 weeks beyond the establishment of a stable cell pool. Bringing the pre-clinical toxicology ahead of the traditional schedule replaces the speed-limiting activities to how to wisely unfold the CMC paths. With successful precedents of such practice, it is feasible to leverage the acceleration strategies with respect to the life-saving pre-clinical toxicological and Phase I first-in-human study against the global public health emergency. Because of the returning of the critical path to CMC, together with limited time for the process, assay, and formulation optimization, the beginning of a biologics CMC, cell line development, has a crucial significance for the subsequent manufacturing planning and decisions, which is also the perspective from which we prefer to rethink and reshape the CMC strategies.
Here we described a series of key steps to accelerating the overall CMC timeline per the CLD scope. First of all, transfections were performed under cGMP conditions and recovered stable cell pools were used directly for toxicology and cGMP production. Second, high-throughput clone screening was implemented to obtain top clones, then thorough clone culturing evaluation and preliminary cell line stability study with these selected top clones were carried out in parallel. Next, the clone with the closest product quality from the culturing evaluation to the preceding cGMP pool material was selected as the final clone for master cell bank (MCB) creation and the manufacturing henceforward. Meanwhile, the platform process should be tested whenever possible for qualification and optimization with no time to squander.

**Materials and Methods**

**Cell Line Development**

CHO-K1 host cells that were originally purchased from ATCC and suspension-adapted by WuXi Biologics were maintained as a suspension culture in CD CHO medium (ThermoFisher Scientific) supplemented with 4 mM L-glutamine, and incubated at 36.5 in a humidified 6% CO2 in air (v/v) orbital shaking incubator at 150 rpm with an orbital diameter of 50 mm. The recombinant biologics-expressing cell lines were generated by transfecting vectors encoding recombinant genes by electroporation using a Bio-Rad Gene Pulser™ (Bio-Rad) in the cGMP facilities of WuXi Biologics. The transfectants were resuspended with CD CHO medium and returned to the shaking incubator. Cells were then sub-cultured and expanded accordingly every 3 days. A few weeks of sub-culturing are needed before compatible with fed-batch culturing for toxicology and GMP production.

Single-cell cloning was done by depositing single cells into microplates by FACSAria II™ after transfected cells recovered. Time-lapse images of each well were taken daily to monitor the growth of clones from the day of FACS sorting till three days after. Clonal colonies were expanded to 24 deep well plates or spin tubes, in which the cells were sub-cultured every three days, and seeded in AMBR 250 bioreactors for clone fed-batch culture screening.

**Fed-batch Culture**

Cells were seeded in basal media and fed with supplemental media based on the consumption of nutrients. Both the basal media and the supplemental media are commercially available. The viability and viable cell density were measured daily by Vi-Cell™ cell viability analyzers. The antibody titer was determined by Protein A HPLC with the harvested 14-day culture.

**Next-Generation Sequencing**

Viral DNA Screening: RNAs were extracted and reverse transcribed to generate cDNA, which was used for sequencing. WuXi Bio’s proprietary program was used for data analysis.

**Product Quality Analysis**

The harvested cultures of fed-batch samples were purified by either one-step protein A chromatography capture (shake flask samples) or WuXi Biologics downstream platform (manufacturing samples). Purified samples were subjected to WuXi Biologics platform analytical methods, such as Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), imaged Capillary Isoelectric Focusing (iCIEF), and N-Glycan LC.

**Cell Line Stability**

After cells were expanded into spin tubes or shake flasks, selection pressure was removed for approximately 30 PDLS (population doubling levels) before fed-batch inoculation for the stability study.

In addition to the expression level, the single-cell qPCR method was also adopted on the candidates for top clones to probe the genetic stability as previously described (He et al., 2012).

The final cell line stability was performed with the MCB.
Using SSI Pools to Quickly Initiate Pandemic Molecule Manufacturing Campaigns for Phase I Clinical Trial

Site-specific integration (SSI) technology has brought forward much greater efficiency in inserting genes of interest (GOIs) into the host cell genome than the classical random integration transfection methods. While SSI has greatly improved the productivity of the stable cell lines, the much higher efficiency of recombinant gene integration into the genome of the host cells than the traditional random insertion has even greater pragmatic value for the industry. While the traditional method of plating and screening of stable cell pools can take up to 3 months from transfection to the fed-batch culture for a material generation, the SSI stable pool takes as short as 3 weeks for the same scale of production. This enabled us to conceive a more aggressive but pragmatic CMC timeline for counter-pandemic projects like neutralizing antibody productions. Since the transfections are performed under cGMP conditions, the SSI transfectants can be directly expanded for the production of toxicology materials and even one or two following batches of GMP production (Gen1 GMP), depending on the calculated needs for the initial clinical trials. From the perspective of CLD, which is ultimately intended for the creation of a high-quality, monoclonal production cell line, prioritizing the closest product quality proximity to the Gen1 GMP materials will be necessary for the top clone selection criteria, to control the product quality consistency between the Gen1 GMP batch materials and the following clonal GMP batch materials (Gen2 GMP). The MCB of the final clone (Gen2 GMP path) will eventually be used to succeed the Gen1 GMP production for the subsequent supply of clinical materials. The high-level flowchart for such a strategy is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Our SSI pools have proven to be quite capable of productivity on several toxicology or GMP productions with COVID-19 molecules (Fig. 2A). One representative toxicology production, which was directly expanded after transfection, yielded harvested titer as high as 4 g/L on day 14 with good growth and metabolic profiles, such as viability, viable cell density, glucose level, lactate level, and osmolality (Fig. 2B-F).

The comparability between toxicology and clinical materials is undoubtedly critical, one of the key challenges to overcome if the stable pools, instead of the monoclonal cell banks, should be used for manufacturing. The application of the SSI technology to such material generation strategy has an underlying prerequisite that the SSI pools should display stable product quality profiles, which we have observed with different seed train lengths for different batches of productions (data not shown). As illustrated in Figure 3, the toxicology batch and the following two GMP clinical batches of the same SSI pool (Molecule A) with different seed-train lengths shared similar productivity and product quality profiles to the smaller-scale bioreactor evaluations. In this case, the required amount of the appropriate materials was generated with satisfactory consistency, which also obviated the necessity for the purification and qualification protocol alterations.

Selecting Clones from the SSI Pools with Similar Product Quality for Later Stage Development

Although the materials from SSI pools have enabled the initiation of clinical material production immediately against the backdrop of pandemic outbreaks, clonal production cell lines are nevertheless required for later-stage process development and the subsequent greater-scale clinical and commercial manufacturing. With at least one batch of clinical materials generated by the Gen1 GMP campaign, the clonal production cell lines for the Gen2 GMP campaigns should particularly focus on the proximity of the product quality profiles along with the typical emphasis on productivity. For instance, there was one COVID-19 mAb molecule, whose transfectant cell pools were cloned in parallel with the Gen1 GMP production, to initiate the Gen2 development. From the clone screening results, the top clone candidates displayed a wide distribution of titer (Fig. 4A), as well as a broad kaleidoscope of glycan profiles (Fig. 4B) and charge variant profiles (Fig. 4C). Such observation of widespread variety should be largely attributed to the diversity of the transfectant cells in the SSI pool, which provides excellent flexibility and convenience for clone selection to match Gen1 materials. The candidates with both the closest product quality attributes to the GMP materials and the higher titer were considered the final clone candidates for the following Gen2 activities, to which the process and assay used for Gen1 should be mostly applicable. With the platform process, similar product quality was obtained between Gen1 and Gen2 (Fig. 4D).
Adjusting Cell Line Stability Study to Unfold Final Clone Selection

Traditional cell line stability study requires at least 60-generation cell passage and fed-batch evaluation between the pre-MCB (PCB) and the cells after stability passage (referred to as “PDL60”). The entire cell line stability takes almost 2 months, depending on the doubling time of the cell line. In the context of an aggressively accelerated CMC timeline, fitting in a full-length 12-week cell line stability could be particularly challenging. On the other hand, the instability of the final MCB clone, should it occur, could be devastating to the CMC plans. Therefore, however low risk of instability a cell line has, some degrees of the intelligence of the cell line stability should be acquired before deciding on the selection of the final MCB clone.

Empirically, loss of productivity usually occurs without selection pressure sustaining (data not shown). To evaluate the cell line stability as quickly as possible, selection pressure was removed as early as permissible by the actual needs of cells from other aspects, such as clone screening and bioreactor evaluation, and the cells were continuously passaged for approximately 30 PDLs before fed-batch inoculation. Most of the clones displayed stable productivity (Fig. 5). A single-cell genetic stability test was also performed with the clone candidates to further probe the potential risks of cell line instability (He et al., 2012).

Incorporating Next-Generation Sequencing to Accelerate Cell Bank Release with Mitigated Risks

Biosafety of the cell banks is another important concern of the accelerated CMC strategy. Certain biosafety tests are required to control the risks before any cell banks are allowed to enter the GMP facilities. In a traditional CMC development, mycoplasma, typical viruses, retroviruses, and adventitious viruses are tested separately by more than ten different complicated assays. Even though not all the tests should be passed to release a cell bank into the GMP facility, mycoplasma, sterility, and 28-day in vitro virus testing are required to mitigate the risks of contamination, regardless. Although it takes only one or two weeks for relatively straightforward assays to conclude, some cellular assays, such as in vitro virus testing (IVV), could take several weeks to complete, which are too long to incorporate into an aggressively accelerated CMC strategy. On the other hand, given the current environmental control and extensive historical experience, the probability of biosafety failure is nearly negligible, enabling us to think about replacement tests for precautions.

To overcome this safety vs. time-efficiency dilemma, we performed an IVV test with the top 10 clone cell mixture and developed an NGS-based virus detection method (Khan et al., 2016 & 2018; Brussel et al., 2019). For the proof of concept, we mixed serial proportions of mAb-expressing cells with the host cells, wherein we measured the RNA levels of the mAb. As shown in Table 1, the expression of mAb could still be detected when the sample contains only 1% mAb expressing cells. Precedents are indicating that the virus will not grow at a composition of lower than 0.01 virus/cell (Richards et al., 2014; Wang, Feng and Duncan, 2014; Plavsic et al., 2016). Technically, we believe that the viral RNA can still be effectively detected even when the sample contains very low copies of the virus. For virus detection, the total RNA of the cell banks is analyzed by NGS and aligned to all available sequences in Reference Viral DataBase (RVDB). The virus contamination would be pronounced if the sequence coverage of any virus is higher than 50%. This test can be considered as a precautionary test for early warnings, granting preliminary but sufficient support to permit the cell banks to enter the GMP facilities given the extremely low risks. However, all of the biosafety tests should still be performed in parallel to authenticate the NGS-based results, which is necessitated by the generation of subsequent working cell banks (WCB) and cGMP manufacturing. In short, cell banks can enter GMP facilities with NGS supported warrants with a turnaround time as short as within 1 week, which is also accredited to our refined algorms.

Case Studies

The foregoing approach has been successfully incorporated into the CMC development of several molecules for pandemics at WuXi Biologics. Once the molecule sequence was received, a large-scale transient expression would be initiated either in parallel with or prior to the CLD (the beginning of Gen2 activities) and the seed train of toxicology batch and GMP production batch (Gen1 core activities). The materials from
transient expressions were typically used for the evaluation and verification of the platform process and assay. Some alterations might be made to the process or assay accordingly to prepare for the upcoming Gen1 manufacturing campaigns. If any potential risky sequence of nucleotide or amino acid is identified in the complementarity-determining regions (CDRs), it will need to be altered, and the potency of the replacement sequences should be further evaluated by the live-virus assay with transient materials before unfolding the entire CMC landscape. The product quality attributes of two different COVID-19 molecules at different stages, on different scales (early transient batch, toxicology batch, GMP batch, and the Gen2 GMP batch) were shown in Fig. 6. By the platform process, the toxicology and GMP batches had quite consistent product quality attributes. Advanced CLD tools, such as FACS (Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting) cloning, high throughput screening with 24-deep well plates, and single-cell qPCR for genetic stability were all used to obtain the most favorable clones for the MCBs. The top clone candidates displayed broad spectra of product quality profiles, especially for the charge variant and glycan profiles. The clone with the closest product quality attributes was selected for the MCB creation and future GMP productions. Judging from the product quality profiles in Fig. 6A-C, we managed to control the changes to a very narrow and acceptable range, especially between the GMP batches of Gen1 and Gen2, both the most strategically important materials. The consistent profiles of the product guaranteed smooth transition from the materials by SSI-pools to those by clones. In Fig. 6D-G, there are some other proven successful examples of CMC and manufacturing of different COVID-19 therapeutic molecules using such strategy, already en route to late-stage clinical studies.

Discussion

Nowadays, the pre-clinical toxicological study has been benefiting from the change of strategy to acquire materials directly from the SSI-transfectant cell pools. Against the backdrop of global pandemic outbreaks of COVID-19, this development further intrigues us with the possibility to generate materials for the Phase I clinical study from SSI-transfectant cell pools. To meet the safety requirements for the materials for the first-in-human clinical study, the entire Gen1 CMC campaign, including the transfection, seed train, cell banking, and manufacturing campaign should undoubtedly comply with the cGMP regulations. This strategy will rely heavily on the nature and origin of the neutralizing antibody; presumably, an antibody isolated from a convalescent patient with strong RBD (Receptor-Binding Domain) neutralizing activity should be more appropriate for such idea of Gen1 for clinical materials, which saves time from the complications introduced by other artificial biologics formats. Therefore, having a lineage directly diverging from the cell pool that was a transfectant from the cGMP-compliant facilities could suffice to both the needs of the rapid generation of consecutive batches of clinical materials (Gen1 production) and the critical classical clone screening and the monoclonal MCB generation (Gen2 activities). With the Gen1 production and the Gen2 development carried out in parallel, the Gen2 GMP batch materials from the monoclonal MCB will be available as soon as just one month after the second batch of the Gen1 GMP materials. The proximity of the critical quality attributes (CQA) between the Gen1 and the Gen2 is critically important, even though the well-established downstream process platform should be capable of removing common impurities, which should already be probed by the pilot transient expression study. This necessitates the CLD segment to screen the derivative clones extensively in search of the top clone candidates with both good proximity of CQA and excellent productivity. It is also advantageous if the upstream process segment could evaluate several chosen candidates on bioreactors, which could provide a more accurate performance evaluation for both the culturing and the purifying process. The rather painstaking clone selection would greatly help to minimize the need for process development, which could be very costly for time-sensitive pandemic projects. So far, the incorporation of advanced automation and high-throughput technology into our WuXia™ cell line development platform has made the cell screening effort much less labor-intensive than ever, which helps us to find a desirable clone from thousands of clone candidates in a highly tensed CMC context.

In the pharmaceutical industry, safety shall never be compromised regardless. After the decision of the MCB clone, there will be a set of biosafety tests for the RCBs or pre-MCBs before they are permitted to enter the cGMP facilities. The full set of biosafety testing typically takes at least 6-8 weeks to conclude, which is very difficult to maneuver in an aggressive CMC context. However, unwarranted clearance into the
cGMP facilities of an RCB or pre-MCB, usually generated under non-cGMP condition, is going to stake the ongoing or forthcoming business activity of cGMP facilities, which could be egregiously costly for both the pandemic project and the core business interests. To solve this problem, we adopt the pre-warning NGS-based screening to provide a precautionary biosafety check for the RCBs, which should suffice with very scarce risks of contamination from the current industrial practice and experience. Comparing with the typical biological assays, the turnaround time for the NGS-based detection is just as short as one week, saving 5-7 weeks to continue the subsequent CMC activities.

To conclude, we have devised and successfully implemented a biologics development strategy spanning as short as 2.5 months from the top molecule decision to IND for several COVID-19 biologics. While the industry has been progressing from 18 months to 12 months or even less to IND, the outbreak of global pandemics, such as COVID-19, can still impose very threatening and tense situations to global public health. This needs our industry to come up with meaningful solutions to combat such an outbreak and protect public health. The successful execution of this unprecedentedly expedited CMC and manufacturing strategy relies very closely on the experiences accumulated from hundreds of antibody molecules, the well-furnished platforms of development protocols, as well as the efficient communications between different functionalities within the CMC team. Even with the carefully intended preceding material generation steps, the whole team should still make careful and economical use of the raw materials, to blaze the trail for the incoming strategic planning and manufacturing. With hundreds of valuable successful precedents of CMC for biologics, the team has already developed an accurate sense of material planning and accumulated enough experience to avoid premature attempts on unnecessary and time-costly trial and error, which are very valuable for the industry against the global pandemic emergency.
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**Figure Legends**

**Table 1. Demonstration of NGS for virus detection.**

**Figure 1. Gen1 and Gen2 overall workflow with SSI technology.** SSI pools are employed for toxicology and early GMP production runs. The final clone MCB is used for the rest of GMP production.

**Figure 2. Toxicology production from several COVID-19 molecules.** (A): The titer data of some representative toxicology production of COVID-19 mAb molecules. (B-F): Viability, VCD, glucose level, lactate level and osmolality of Molecule D.

**Figure 3. Comparable product quality among different batches of pool production.** One representative COVID-19 pool to support toxicology run and two consecutive GMP runs with similar titer (A) and product quality (B-D) as its 3L bioreactor evaluation.

**Figure 4. Clone selection from SSI pools.** The titer (A), critical glycan species (B) and charge variants (C) data of toxicology, GMP and top clone candidates are charted. Key product quality attributes of Gen1 and Gen2 are comparable (D).

**Figure 5. Preliminary cell line stability study.** Expression levels (blue and orange bars) and titer variation (grey line) between RCB and PDL30 cells.

**Figure 6. Representative product quality comparison.** (A) SEC (B) charge variants (C) glycan comparison of one molecule among transient expression, toxicology, Gen1 GMP production, top clone candidates in AMBR, the final clone in 50L pilot, 500L pilot and 2000L GMP production. (D) Titer (E) SEC (F) charge variants (C) glycan comparison of one another molecule among toxicology, Gen1 GMP production,
Gen2 clonal bioreactor runs at different scales (3L, 15L and 500L GMP).

**Figure 7. Representative timeline comparison.** (A) A classical accelerated 12-month CMC timeline illustration. (B) The envisaged 6-month CMC timeline illustration.

**Table 1 Demonstration of NGS for virus detection.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Transfected cell counts (10^6)</th>
<th>Host Cell HC Read Counts/Base</th>
<th>Host Cell LC Read Counts/Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>5393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>3491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>825.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>258.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Gen1 and Gen2 overall workflow with SSI technology.** SSI pools are employed for toxicology and early GMP production runs. The final clone MCB is used for the rest of GMP production.

**Figure 2.**
Figure 2. Toxicology production from several COVID-19 molecules. (A): The titer data of some representative toxicology production of COVID-19 mAb molecules. (B-F): Viability, VCD, glucose level, lactate level and osmolality of Molecule D.

Figure 3

Figure 3. Comparable product quality among different batches of pool production. One representative COVID-19 pool to support toxicology run and two consecutive GMP runs with similar titer (A) and product quality (B-D) to its 3L bioreactor evaluation.

Figure 4
Figure 4. **Clone selection from SSI pools.** The titer (A), critical glycan species (B) and charge variants (C) data of toxicology, GMP and top clone candidates are charted. Key product quality attributes of Gen1 and Gen2 are comparable (D).

Figure 5

**Figure 5. Preliminary cell line stability study.** Expression levels (bars) and titer variation (line) between PCB and PDL30 cells.

Figure 6
Figure 6. Representative product quality comparison. (A) SEC (B) charge variants (C) glycan comparison of one molecule among transient expression, toxicology, Gen1 GMP production, top clone candidates in AMBR, the final clone in 50L pilot, 500L pilot and 2000L GMP production. (D) Titer (E) SEC (F) charge variants (G) glycan comparison of another molecule among toxicology, Gen1 GMP production, Gen2 clonal bioreactor runs at different scales (3L, 15L and 500L GMP).

Figure 7
Figure 7. Representative timeline comparison. (A) A classical accelerated 12-month CMC timeline illustration. (B) The envisaged 6-month CMC timeline illustration.
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